Develop Your Creativity and Natural Genius Subliminal MP3

Your Develop Your Creativity and Natural Genius MP3 subliminal download contains the following
affirmations:
I am creative. I am imaginative. I consider alternative solutions. I believe I am intelligent. I focus my
mind easily. I have the power to hold a strong focus. I concentrate. I have total and complete
concentration. I powerfully focus my mind. I am focused and alert while concentrating. I focus my
attention. I think clearly. I have a powerful ability to focus my mind. My thinking is fast. I see clever
and creative solutions. My mind automatically sees solutions. I conquer obstacles. I am clever. My
mind works very quickly. Needed information comes easily to mind. I instantly remember what is
needed. My mind is like a flowing river of ideas. Creative choices come easily to me. I naturally receive
answers to problems. I discover ever increasing wisdom and power through my superconscious mind. I
was born to win and succeed. I am a perceptive and insightful person. I have good judgement. My
creativity is fresh and original. I see ideas that others miss. My creative imagination brings rich rewards.
A flood of brilliant ideas comes to me naturally and easily. I have great creative energy. My creative
mind generates many ideas. My creative ideas manifest. I remember all that I read, see and hear. I
have a natural ability to learn quickly. Creativity is fun. I see solutions. I am naturally skilled. My mind
is alert. My mind causes me to do well. I have wisdom. I have excellent reasoning ability. My mind is
quick and alert. I make good choices. I express myself confidently. I am a genius. I am quick. My mind
is keen. I learn directly. I have a powerful memory. I use all of my brain. Learning is easy for me. I am
youthful. I always do my best. I instantly remember what is needed. My mind is quick. I solve problems
quickly and accurately. I understand new material easily. I am relaxed. I am calm. I am really smart. I
am capable. My mind is quick and alert. My mind focuses powerfully on positive results. I have an
excellent mind. I am a deserving worthy person. I am positive. I am good. I am strong. I am confident.
I believe in myself. I feel great. I feel happy. I am wonderful. I trust myself. Life is good to me.

The messages in both male and female voices on this recording have been processed to deliver up to
2000 clear affirmations per hour. These strong, clear messages were recorded just slightly below the
level of the sound format, using a computer processor, to ensure the strongest saturation of subliminal
messages. Each message is embedded in the music so precisely that you don’t consciously hear it, yet
they are well within the range of hearing to strongly register on the brain. Because of our high
saturation of subliminal messages you may occasionally hear some of the affirmations slightly bleeding
through the music or nature sounds. This is your assurance that you are getting strong subliminal
messages in this recording. This subliminal program also takes advantage of the brain’s receptivity to
both emotional and logical messages to activate both brain hemispheres – this assures complete
absorption of the messages for the changes and improvement that you want. Play this program softly
in the background any time day or night, while you are working, driving, reading, learning, eating or
even sleeping. Listen to the entire recording at least once a day or more if possible. The more you
listen, the greater the effect.

